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Abstract 

This article discusses the multilingual practices identified in the public and private writings of 

Laurence Sterne, novelist and clergyman. The data used consists of Sterne’s two novels as well 

as a selection of his personal correspondence. Sterne uses a wide variety of languages in his 

texts, although the most common ones are French and Latin, the languages he seems to have 

been most fluent in. Sterne engages in some practices associated with translanguaging, 

particularly in terms of playful language use and mediation of foreign-language passages, but it 

is impossible to pinpoint any specific characteristics of translanguaging for certain. On the 

whole, it would seem that the analysis of Sterne’s multilingual practices does not benefit from 

the translanguaging point-of-view. 

 

1. Introduction 

This article explores the possibilities of identifying translanguaging in English texts written in 

the eighteenth century. If we accept the uniformitarian principle, which states that the forces 

influencing language change were the same in the past as they are in the present (see e.g. 

Labov 1994), then we can perhaps also accept that many general principles affecting language 

practices have been the same throughout the centuries. The different forms of societal and 

individual multilingualism evident today have, in many if not most respects, existed 

throughout history. The metropolises of the past were not as vast as the present ones, and the 

access to education was more limited, but that is a question of degree, not quality. Pahta, 
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Skaffari and Wright (2018: 15) note that, in a volume dealing with English historical texts, there 

is evidence to show “[t]he historical individual deployed their linguistic resources according to 

the pragmatic constraints of the relevant community at the relevant point in time, often 

moving fluently from one language to another to express themselves in ways bearing a close 

resemblance to what today is known as translanguaging, i.e. using their multilingual repertoire 

as an integrated communication system.” This, too, seems to support the idea that 

translanguaging is perhaps not just a practice of the present but also of the past. While the 

identification of translanguaging is one avenue to explore, the usefulness of the concept in the 

study of past multilingual practices is another. 

In the eighteenth century, English was the national language in use in Britain, although there 

were speakers of Celtic languages as well as some immigrant communities (most notably the 

French aristocracy escaping the revolution towards the end of the century). Schools offered 

tuition in foreign languages to the offspring of the middling and upper strata of society and the 

aristocracy was often educated at home, receiving instruction in the skills, including languages, 

deemed necessary for their station in life. The languages taught included French, which was 

the European language of high society and diplomacy as well as culture (Burke 2004: 85–88, 

Colley 1996: 177, Locke 1693: 99), Italian, which was relevant for those with musical leanings, 

and German, which gained some ground after the installation of the Hanoverian line on the 

throne. Those aiming for universities were taught Latin, which was continued at university, but 

Greek was taught less in the eighteenth century than it had been during earlier centuries. Latin 

could also be useful in politics, as George I and his Chief Minister Robert Walpole had only that 

language in common (Burke 1991: 33–34). The eighteenth century was also the age of the 

autodidact, and there were many language guides and textbooks for self-study at home. 

Novelist Frances Burney, for example, taught herself French with the help of such books, but 

her younger sisters were sent to France to learn the language in its natural context. As a 
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whole, language teaching was highly gendered, and classical languages were seen as more 

appropriate for men, while contemporary European languages were, at least to some extent, 

deemed suitable for women (Porter 1991: 165, Martin 1998: 52). 

The prevailing language ideologies in eighteenth-century Britain were codification and 

politeness. Politeness is here linked to the idea of polite society, meaning the gentry, the 

educated, the elites. Their code of conduct included many rules of decorum, including 

linguistic practices such as the command of French. The eighteenth century has been called 

the century of linguistic codification and prescription (Yáñez-Bouza 2018: 27), which was tied 

to a high level of language awareness. The publication of grammars and dictionaries 

flourished, and they were written for a range of target audiences such as children of either sex, 

women, or people intent on improving their social status (Yáñez-Bouza 2018: 33–35). It has 

been argued that during the eighteenth century the ideas of national and standard languages 

became one, and linguistic variation, whether regional or social, was frowned upon (Hickey 

2010: 15). The notion of “polite English” was closely linked to standard English, which provided 

a means of establishing one’s position in society (see e.g. Nevalainen 2018: 21–22). Cohen 

(1996) argues that the making of the English gentleman, an eighteenth-century construct, was 

partly linguistic. The Grand Tour, for example, “provided the opportunity for young men of 

rank not just to perfect their French accent but to polish their conversation in the company of 

the French, whose refined language and brilliant conversational skills the English admired” 

(Cohen 1996: 2–3; see also Black 2001: 178, Colley 1996: 178). 

Most of the written texts of the eighteenth century in Britain showing evidence of multilingual 

practices were written by the educated and cultured. As we rely on surviving written evidence 

alone in trying to reconstruct the varying ways individuals made sense of their multilingual 

lives, a great deal of speculation is necessary. Most work on translanguaging is based on 
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present-day classroom environments where speakers and writers are available for specific 

tasks and interviews and so finding ways to apply the term to historical data can be 

challenging. It can be argued, however, that testing the applicability of the idea of 

translanguaging to different contexts, whether written texts or various moments in history, 

will allow us to see how robust the term and the ideas behind it are. It also makes sense to 

enquire into new types of data in pursuit of the limits and limitations of the concept. 

This article starts by discussing definitions of translanguaging, goes on to give a brief summary 

of what we know about multilingual practices in English historical texts and then discusses the 

potential for identifying translanguaging in the past. This leads to the case study, where the 

multilingual practices evident in the public and private writings of novelist Laurence Sterne are 

discussed. The article concludes with a summary of potential evidence for translanguaging in 

the eighteenth century and a discussion of the usefulness of the concept for historical contexts 

such as the case studied. 

 

2. Translanguaging: possible avenues for exploration 

This section first introduces current definitions of translanguaging, gives a brief overview of 

research into multilingual practices in English historical texts and then raises questions for 

exploring the potential of identifying translanguaging in one particular case, that of the 

writings of Laurence Sterne. 

2.1 Translanguaging 

The term translanguaging has had many shifts in its meaning, as it has moved from a 

pedagogical term introduced by Williams (1994) to a more nebulous concept, “the process of 

making meaning, shaping experiences, gaining understanding and knowledge through the use 
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of two languages” (Lewis, Jones & Baker 2012: 641). Williams’ original idea was that 

translanguaging in the classroom not only increases understanding but also improves the 

pupils’ skills in both languages (Williams 2002: 40; cited from Lewis et al. 2012: 644). 

Translanguaging arose as a way to combat “two monolingualisms” (Lewis et al. 2012: 642), 

making the use of two languages in the same classroom not only permissible but preferred. 

This was linked to the ways in which bilingualism began to be seen, not as the exception and 

essentially hazardous for children’s linguistic development, but allowing us to “abandon a 

monolingual viewpoint” (García 2009: 56). 

García (2009: 44) sees translanguaging as having a focus on bilingual individuals and their 

language practices rather than on languages. She further argues that in translanguaging the 

classroom practices are derived from flexible use of linguistic repertoires by students rather 

than being merely carefully thought out pedagogical techniques used by teachers (2012: 304). 

Similarly, Canagarajah (2011: 1) sums up translanguaging from the point of view of multilingual 

individuals, saying that “languages are part of a repertoire that is accessed for their 

communicative purposes; languages are not discrete and separated, but form an integrated 

system for them” (see also García 2009: 47). Otheguy et al. (2015), as well, describe 

translanguaging as referring to the perspective of the speakers, who have a linguistic 

repertoire which they deploy in accordance to their communicative needs. In their definition 

of the term, named languages only exist from the perspective of outsiders, whether 

monolingual individuals or societies. Otheguy et al. (2015: 282) further mention that the 

languages of bi- or multilingual individuals do not form separate systems, and they may be 

used both separately and together. 

The question of code-switching and translanguaging is defined variously in the literature. 

Otheguy et al. (2015: 282) make a distinction between code-switching and translanguaging, 
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maintaining that code-switching, however deft and fluent, contains the idea of two separate 

languages, while translanguaging has the basic assumption of one linguistic system per 

speaker. García (2009: 45) includes code-switching in translanguaging. She also sees mediation 

practices, such as translating, interpreting and otherwise facilitating communication, as part of 

translanguaging (2009: 45). Canagarajah (2011: 4) further notes that “translanguaging is a 

social accomplishment”, which takes into account the languages brought by the interlocutor or 

reader. Similarly, García (2009: 47) points out that the situation and the interlocutor are 

important for bilinguals’ language use, as are the speaker’s “communicative and affective 

intent”. While different domains (such as family, work or education) have traditionally been 

assumed to be monolingual, translanguaging “includes languaging bilingually within the same 

domain” (García 2009: 47). García (2009: 49) further notes that “the speech of bilinguals often 

reveals more borrowings or loans than that of monolinguals”. 

Li Wei (2011: 1223) approaches the term from a slightly different perspective, and discusses 

the translanguaging space, “a social space for the multilingual user […] bringing together 

different dimensions of their personal history, experience and environment, their attitude, 

belief and ideology, their cognitive and physical capacity into one coordinated and meaningful 

performance”. It is both a space where translanguaging happens and a space created through 

translanguaging, and contains both linguistic and cultural elements (2011: 1222). It is a space 

that is not merely physical or historical, and is created in interaction (2011: 1225). For Li Wei 

(2011: 1223), central concepts of translanguaging space are creativity and criticality. He sees 

creativity as pushing boundaries, linguistic and otherwise, while criticality in this context 

means using “available evidence appropriately, systematically and insightfully to inform 

considered views of cultural, social and linguistic phenomena”. His focus is not on frequently 

occurring patterns but on the “spontaneous, impromptu, and momentary actions and 

performances of the individual” (2011: 1224). He also stresses the subjective choices of 
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individuals, as opposed to the traditionally invoked questions of access to resources or power 

differentials. Finally, his study raises the point of multilingual people learning new languages 

for purposes of fun, rather than because it is expected (2011: 1230). 

 

2.2 Multilingual practices in English historical texts 

Multilingual practices have been identified in many surviving texts of the past. As writing was a 

practice of the educated elites during many periods of history, the evidence available to us 

typically relates to their linguistic practices. A great deal of research has discussed these 

practices in terms of code-switching (see e.g. Schendl & Wright 2011 and Pahta, Skaffari & 

Wright 2018). In the history of English, code-switching is evident from the earliest written texts 

onwards through the centuries (Pahta & Nurmi 2006). There is a clear link to topic domain in 

the choice of languages: Latin passages in English texts are typically connected with religious, 

scientific and legal texts (see e.g. Pahta & Nurmi 2006, Nurmi & Pahta 2013, Schendl 2011), 

and Anglo-Norman and French could appear in legal and administrative texts (Ingham 2011, 

Schendl 2002) – although later, French was also a language associated with high culture, 

appearing in, for example, fictional texts from the Middle Ages onwards (Nurmi & Pahta 2006, 

Nurmi et al. 2018). Other languages appear in texts more rarely, depending on the context of 

writing and the linguistic skills of the individual writers and their intended readers. Greek was a 

language of the erudite, whether clergy or classical scholars (e.g. Meecham-Jones 2011: 272, 

Nurmi & Pahta 2012: 47, 53), and from the eighteenth century onwards was most frequently 

found in non-fictional texts of the university educated (Nurmi et al. 2018: 190). Italian became 

available during the sixteenth century (Nurmi & Pahta 2006), but was generally restricted to 

specific contexts and topic domains, such as art and music (Pahta & Nurmi 2007, Nurmi & 

Pahta 2010), typically in non-fiction intended for expert audiences (Nurmi et al. 2018: 187). 
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While there was societal bilingualism in past centuries, with linguistic minorities probably 

balancing their native language and the majority language in spoken contexts, many writers 

learned their second and third languages mostly through education, whether formal or 

independent. They may have belonged to communities where the use of Latin or French 

interspersed in their English would have been the norm. So, for example, during the 

eighteenth century Latin was still in evidence as the language of science, and many scientific 

texts include numerous Latin passages. Latin was also a source of potential borrowing, so that 

e.g. legal terms are Latin – or from Latin – depending on the time and possibly also the 

context. Using Latin legal terms amongst lawyers would probably have had a very different 

meaning – and been a very different meaning-making process – than using Latin legal terms 

when addressing the general public. They could be used to express professional identity, 

belonging to a specific elite community. When addressed to outsiders, these expressions could 

perform a gatekeeping function. When used by outsiders, they could perform the function of 

ridiculing the group habitually using such phrases — or ridiculing a layperson attempting to 

sound learned. Similarly, French was the language of high society, so much so that the English 

nobility was accused of speaking too much French (Colley 1996: 94). During the eighteenth 

century the ability to speak and write French was a sought-after skill, and those with 

insufficient skills could be mocked mercilessly (Nurmi & Pahta 2012: 54–55). 

Many networks or communities of practice had their own habits of multilingual practices. 

Foreign languages could be used as a “we-code” signifying ingroup solidarity (Mäkilähde 2018: 

310–312, 2019: 341). Medieval English business writing had quite complex trilingual practices, 

where Anglo-Norman, Latin and English were used in complex structures (see e.g. Wright 

2000, 2002, 2012). Clergymen were typically fluent in Latin, and would take advantage of this 

when writing to each other (Nurmi & Pahta 2004, Pahta & Nurmi 2011). The aristocracy in the 

eighteenth century were expected to know French, and this shows in their correspondence 
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(Nurmi & Pahta 2012). On the whole, the cultured, educated and high-ranking members of 

society had an idea what languages their readers might be able to understand, and tailored 

their writing accordingly. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, multilingual practices 

were common in texts aimed at specific readerships: Latin was used in academic writing, and 

French – and to some extent Italian – in texts written by cultured authors for a cultured 

readership (Nurmi et al. 2018). 

While borrowing and code-switching are separate phenomena, code-switching can often be a 

bridge phenomenon in borrowing. In previous studies (see e.g. Nurmi et al. 2018) we have 

called these conventionalised expressions, and they include phrases which are typically two to 

three words long and can often be regarded as representing either borrowing or code-

switching. They are in relatively frequent use in English texts and may appear in dictionaries. 

These phrases are conventionalised from the perspective of English, regardless of their status 

as fixed phrases in the language of origin. Conventionalised expressions seem like an ideal 

locus for translanguaging, since, from the point of view of the writer, there are no different 

languages, just phrases that are best suited to the meaning, the co-text and the context. 

Examples of such conventionalised phrases include ipso facto, fille de chambre, terra firma and 

entre nous. Some of them are regarded as part of the English language today, have an entry in 

the Oxford English Dictionary, for example, and are accepted by the spell checker of the word 

processor I am using. Their status in the eighteenth century was much more in flux, and 

therefore they could arguably be identified as foreign in at least some contexts of use. At the 

same time, it is quite plausible that at least some writers have not considered using them in 

terms of “what language is this?” but rather “what is the best expression to use in this 

context?”. 
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2.3 Translanguaging in historical texts 

If we wish to identify translanguaging in historical written texts, there would seem to be some 

specific places to look. Firstly, we need multilingual individuals who engage in multilingual 

practices in their writing. In the case of English, the most readily available texts are those of 

cultured authors, as previous studies have shown that, apart from medieval business writing, 

they are the group most likely to engage in multilingual communication. Translanguaging is 

typically discussed (see e.g. Otheguy et al. 2015) in terms of minority languages. In my study, I 

am focused on the use of learnt foreign languages or languages associated with higher 

education and transnationally shared cultural heritage. This might mean that the writers (and 

their editors and publishers) are more aware of named languages. As Otheguy et al. (2015: 

283) note, “a named language is a social construct”, that is, one imposed on speakers from the 

outside. Judging whether languages learned at school can become part of an integrated 

system or remain as separate systems would seem to be out of the bounds of possibility given 

the evidence, but we might have some ways of evaluating this. Can we, for example, consider 

flagging languages (cf. Poplack 1987) by name as something indicating that the languages are 

treated as separate systems, and are therefore not to be seen as translanguaging? This is not a 

frequent practice, however, and can only be considered as support for code-switching rather 

than translanguaging – if we agree with Otheguy et al. (2015) that code-switching is not 

included in translanguaging. 

In the study of historical data, the problems of studying only the product present a hurdle in 

recognising translanguaging, as there is no opportunity of interviewing the writers. We can 

attempt to interpret the contexts of translanguaging evident in texts in terms of, for example, 

the “strategies […] translanguagers adopt to help readers/listeners interpret their language 

choices” or the “choices […] they face in codes and conventions in their production” 
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(Canagarajah 2011: 6), but we cannot arrive at any firm conclusions. Nor can we in most cases 

identify “the contexts of production and reception of the text” (Sebba, this volume), except in 

very broad strokes. We also cannot, in the absence of consistent metalinguistic commentary, 

reliably investigate what Li Wei (2011: 1223) calls “translanguaging space”, which is created 

“for the multilingual language user by bringing together different dimensions of their personal 

history, experience and environment, their attitude, belief and ideology, their cognitive and 

physical capacity into one coordinated and meaningful performance, and making it into a lived 

experience” (see also Lexander, this volume). We can, however, identify specific recipients for 

some texts (i.e. personal correspondence) and we can make estimates for others (e.g. novels). 

This seems to form one potential link for the discussion of translanguaging also in historical 

contexts, as the negotiation of multilingual practices between e.g. correspondents and the 

tailoring of language use to reflect the readers’ linguistic competences has been evident in 

historical texts (see e.g. Nurmi & Pahta 2010, Pahta & Nurmi 2009). 

Another way of supporting readers is to provide mediation (cf. García 2009), which, in the case 

of written texts, takes the form of intratextual translation (Nurmi 2016, Skaffari 2016, Nurmi & 

Skaffari, forthcoming). This can be included in the text itself or it can be added in footnotes or 

separate glossaries. Again, neither the presence nor the absence of intratextual translation is 

necessarily a sign of translanguaging. In the fluent, creative translanguaging spaces described 

by e.g. Li Wei (2011), there is no necessity for mediation. In the multilingual school 

environments where students support each other by using all their linguistic repertoires 

(García 2009), on the other hand, mediation is a typical practice. Finally, Li Wei’s ideas of 

creativity could, perhaps, be linked to a playful attitude sometimes seen in multilingual 

practices (see Böhm, Bunčić & Weth, this volume), which is one way of creating social 

meaning, but also one way of making such linguistic play more socially acceptable. 
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One potentially interesting facet of historical texts is the grey area between code-switching 

and borrowing (see also Böhm, Bunčić & Weth, this volume). Some linguistic items, particularly 

terminology, seem to spend a great deal of time in this no-man’s-land between languages, 

appearing in dictionaries as loan words and yet being pronounced and written with e.g. 

appropriate accents as in the source language (Nurmi & Pahta 2012: 58). While it is often easy 

to recognise a borrowed word or phrase at the end of the process, once it has reached the 

borrowing end of the code-switching–borrowing continuum (Matras 2009: 110–114), in the 

intermediate stages it can be like Schrödinger’s cat, alive and dead at the same time, i.e. a 

linguistic resource available to speakers and writers, and only assigned to a specific language 

from the outside (cf. Matras 2009: 146). Sometimes words and expressions might be more 

familiar and in frequent use by a select group at first and only later spread to the language in 

general. Translanguaging might be an appropriate way of describing at least some of these 

transitional cases. 

 

3. The data used: Corpus of Late Modern English Texts 3.0 (CLMET3) and personal 

correspondence 

The multilingual individual chosen as the focus of this study is the author Laurence Sterne 

(1713–1768). Sterne was chosen as a case study because in Nurmi et al. (2018) Sterne turned 

out to be an author who included a high number of foreign-language passages in his published 

writings. He was born in Ireland, educated at Cambridge, and he became a clergyman after 

graduation. Because of his university education and chosen career, Sterne was fluent in Latin, 

and also knew at least some Greek. After nearly three decades of serving several parishes, 

Sterne began his writing career, during which time he published his two notable works of 

fiction. He travelled in France and Italy because of his failing health, and these travels form the 
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background of his second novel. Sterne’s writings show evidence of a fluent command of 

French and also some knowledge of Italian. He comments on his own French skills in a letter: “I 

speak it fast and fluent, but incorrect both in accent and phrase; but the French tell me I speak 

it surprising well for the time” (Melville 1912: 304). 

The data discussed in this article consist of two groups. The first are Laurence Sterne’s works of 

fiction, i.e. the novel The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy (1759–1767) and the 

semiautobiographical travel novel A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy, published 

in 1768. These texts were studied in the electronic form retrieved from Project Gutenberg and 

included in the Corpus of Late Modern English Texts 3.0 (CLMET3). The multilingual practices 

discussed here were identified in the data with the Multilingualiser corpus tool developed by 

Jukka Tyrkkö. The tool uses dictionaries, collocations and character n-grams to identify 

languages in a given text. The output was then manually checked and passages that had been 

wrongly identified as being languages other than English were discarded. For more detail on 

the tagger tool and the process, see Tyrkkö et al. (2017). For detailed results on multilingual 

practices in the whole CLMET3, see Nurmi et al. (2018) and Tyrkkö & Nurmi (2017). 

The second part of the data consists of the edited personal letters of Laurence Sterne. A 

selection of Sterne’s letters is available in electronic form as part of CLMET3, and the foreign-

language passages of these were also identified with Multilingualiser. The other available 

editions (Sterne 1815, Melville 1912), consisting of different selections of letters, were 

skimmed for the presence of languages other than English. There is little information on the 

editorial principles of the editions, so it is impossible to estimate how true to the original 

manuscripts the edited letters are. In the process, typographical conventions added by editors 

(such as use of italics for foreign words) were used for convenience. It should be noted that in 

manuscript letters the use of visual means to highlight switching do not necessarily correspond 
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to the conventions of edited collections (see e.g. Nevala & Nurmi 2013). This reading was by 

no means exhaustive, but it will give some support to the discussion of Sterne’s multilingual 

practices in his more private writings. It should be noted that while potential loci of 

translanguaging were identified by recognising passages in languages other than English from 

the perspective of the linguist reading these texts, the status of the items in the linguistic 

repertoire of Sterne may well not have been that of “foreign language” but rather that of the 

most accurate and contextually appropriate expression. 

 

4. The multilingual practices of Laurence Sterne 

In order to evaluate the evidence of Laurence Sterne’s multilingual practices as potential 

evidence of translanguaging, I will focus on specific aspects of the texts. One element of 

translanguaging frequently identified (e.g. García 2009) is mediation: taking the intended 

audience of communication into account. In written texts this typically takes the form of 

intratextual translation (Nurmi 2016), i.e. providing support for the reader in understanding 

the parts of texts where an author assumes such support is needed. This ties in with the idea 

of translanguaging as a social accomplishment, where the languages brought by the reader are 

taken into account (Canagarajah 2011). Considering multilingual practices and the audience of 

the texts would seem to offer an opportunity to consider potential translanguaging. The 

audience of various texts also ties in with the idea of domains: some are expected to be 

monolingual, others bilingual (García 2009). In the data under survey it could be suggested 

that Sterne’s novels form one domain, that of fiction intended for a general, fairly educated 

readership, while his personal correspondence could be seen to form several domains. Letters 

written to family members are in the domain of family, while letters to other members of the 

clergy are in the domain of work. Sterne also has correspondents who are part of what could 
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be called his literary domain, fellow authors and other persons of culture. Li Wei’s (2011) idea 

of a translanguaging space could be seen as tying into these various domains: some allow 

multilingual practices while others do not. I will discuss the two data groups separately, 

beginning with the novels and their broad audience and concluding with the personal 

correspondence and their limited audience. 

4.1 Multilingualism in Laurence Sterne’s novels 

Laurence Sterne’s two novels, Tristram Shandy (TS) and A Sentimental Journey (SJ) both 

contain a number of languages beside English. In Tristram Shandy, there is French, Greek, 

Italian and Latin, while A Sentimental Journey only contains French and Latin passages. 

Approximately half of the instances could be considered formulaic expressions, some of them 

familiar to a larger readership while others would probably require a specialist to understand 

them. All Italian expressions are in this group. There are two musical terms (con furia, con 

strepito), and both are given a more or less explicit intratextual translation (1). Such terms 

would have been familiar to musical aficionados, but perhaps not to a wider reading public. 

(1) the whole piece, Madam, must have been played off like the sixth of Avison Scarlatti – 

con furia, – like mad. – Grant me patience, – What has con furia, – con strepito, – or any 

other hurly burly whatever to do with harmony (TS)1 

All the Latin conventionalised expressions are found in Tristram Shandy. There are those which 

would have been familiar to a larger readership (et caetera), but also many expressions which 

could be seen belonging to languages for specific purposes, whether medicine (os pubis, os 

coxygis) or logic (a priori, a posteriori). Some of the terms are found in the Oxford English 

Dictionary, and for example cum grano salis can be found as an example of the use of the 

 
1 In references to the texts from CLMET3 no page numbers are given, merely the abbreviation of the 
text. 
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preposition cum, with the description “much-used Latin phrase” (OED s.v. cum). None of the 

terms are given proper intratextual translations, but a posteriori is given a jocular one, playing 

with the similar-sounding English word posterior ‘buttocks’, invoking an English idiom for 

courting favour (2). Another jocular use of both conventionalised Latin phrases and ones 

invented in the same mould are terms of logic, such as Argumentum ex Absurdo and 

Argumentum ex Fortiori (TS), which Sterne complements with Argumentum Fistulatorium and 

Argumentum Tripodium. None of these are explained in the text in any way, and it is the 

reader’s own responsibility to know that ‘argument from absurdity’ or ‘from stronger reasons’ 

are existing, while ‘whistle argument’ and ‘third leg argument’ are part of Sterne’s humorous 

nonsense. Example (2) also flags Latin as the language used, which is not common in the data. 

(2) I should lament from my soul, if this exposed me to the jealousy of their Reverences, 

because a posteriori, in Court-latin, signifies the kissing hands for preferment – or any 

thing else – in order to get it. (TS) 

French conventionalised expressions seem to be partly generally used expressions (tant pis, 

tout ensemble, bon mot), common greetings and exclamations (bon jour, bon dieu) and to a 

great extent repeated French occupational titles for French persons encountered in A 

Sentimental Journey (fille de chambre, maitre d’hotel). Particularly in A Sentimental Journey, 

these French expressions tie in with what could be seen as a translanguaging space: the novel 

takes place in France, and these are conversations the first-person narrator reports having 

with the French people he encounters. There is no mediation offered, and the reader is left to 

puzzle out the full meaning of such passages (3). This example also shows one of the fairly few 

cases of flagging French in the texts. 

(3) It was but last night, said the landlord, qu’un milord Anglois presentoit un ecu a la fille de 

chambre. – Tant pis pour Mademoiselle Janatone, said I. Now Janatone, being the 
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landlord’s daughter, and the landlord supposing I was young in French, took the liberty 

to inform me, I should not have said tant pis – but, tant mieux. Tant mieux, toujours, 

Monsieur, said he, when there is any thing to be got – tant pis, when there is nothing. It 

comes to the same thing, said I. (SJ) 

In addition to conventionalised expressions, Sterne’s texts are rife with quotations. These 

appear in French, Latin and Greek. The French quotations are mostly in Tristram Shandy and 

from contemporary sources, such as Bayle’s Pensées sur la comète. There is also a 156-word 

Memoire presenté à Messieurs les Docteurs de Sorbonne, which comes from Heinrich van 

Deventer’s Observations importantes sur le manuel des accouchemens (1734: 366). Again, this 

seems to reflect Sterne’s ludic attitude to writing, including difficult French scholarly texts in 

his novel as obstacles and side-tracks for the reader. The French quotations are not mediated 

in any way. The Latin quotations are either from classical texts (e.g. Pliny the Younger) or from 

secondary sources (Robert Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, a quote attributed originally to 

Julius Caesar Scaliger). Some could not be traced to a source, so they could presumably be 

written by Sterne himself, as he was quite fluent in Latin due to his education. The only case 

where there is intratextual translation is again a playful approach to a well-known Latin 

proverb and its possible English translation (4). Such playful mediation practices could be seen 

as creating a translanguaging space, where the reader is invited to understand the nuances of 

both languages to get the full meaning of the passage. 

(4) De gustibus non est disputandum, – that is, there is no disputing against Hobby-Horses, 

and for my part, I seldom do (TS) 

The majority of Greek passages seem to belong to the group of preformulated expressions: 

they are quotations from other sources and none of them are given an intratextual translation. 

Tristram Shandy in fact begins with a Greek quotation from Epitectus (5), which seems to set 
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the tone for the volume: this book will throw things at you in various languages. You might 

understand some but not others, so prepare to be bewildered at times. A source could not be 

found for all Greek passages, however, so it is possible a few were produced by Sterne himself. 

(5) Ταράσσει τούς Άνθρώπους ού τά Πράγματα, Άλλά τά περί των Πραγμάτων Δόγματα (TS) 

‘It is not things that disturb men, but their judgment about things´ (Translation from 

Anderson 1980: 1) 

As to more free switching, where it seems Sterne has produced the foreign-language passages 

himself, there are a great many of them in French in A Sentimental Journey. They seem to be 

fairly straightforward examples of code-switching, although there are again intratextual 

translations in play. The translations are not complete, but rather oblique support to 

understanding, as conversations are reported bilingually, similar to (3) above. There are 

occasions where a more detailed intratextual translation is provided in the English response to 

a French comment (6). As for Latin, there are very few passages which could with certainty be 

said to have been produced by Sterne himself, none of them with any mediation. 

(6) Monsieur, said he, c’est un cheval le plus opiniatre du monde. – Nay, if he is a conceited 

beast, he must go his own way, replied I. (SJ) 

On the whole, it would seem that we could argue for a translanguaging space in at least parts 

of the novels, where languages are mingled creatively and the meanings of the text – and a 

great part of the humour – arise from such linguistic play. Whether viewing these passages as 

translanguaging brings anything new to our understanding of Sterne’s multilingual practices is 

another matter. It would seem sufficient to analyse these as code-switching supported with 

intratextual translation, keeping in mind the pragmatic functions of individual switched 

passages. 
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4.2 Multilingualism in Laurence Sterne’s correspondence 

As the readership of the novels discussed in the previous section can be expected to have been 

quite wide, it is interesting to compare Sterne’s multilingual practices in personal 

correspondence. Three editions were used, Sterne (1788, part of CLMET), Sterne (1815) and 

Melville (1912), as the editions provide different selections of Sterne’s surviving letters. Apart 

from the letters included in CLMET, the editions were read for the purpose of identifying the 

use of languages other than English in them. In Sterne’s correspondence, there seems to be 

evidence of tailoring the use of languages in accordance with the recipient. Unfortunately, the 

edition in CLMET does not indicate recipients at all, and even all forms of address have been 

left out. On the whole, the foreign-language passages are sparse in that text, using expressions 

frequent in polite society (cara sposa, vive la bagatelle), those related to mail (a la poste 

restante) or occasional familiar quotations (Niger est, hune tu Romane caveto from Horace). 

Many of the conventionalised expressions are found in dictionaries of English (for a discussion 

of cara sposa see Nurmi & Pahta 2012). 

In the other editions, there are quite a few recipients who receive letters that are written in 

English only. So, in Sterne’s letters to Eliza Draper there is no use of foreign languages apart 

from isolated cases of borrowed specialist terminology like stanza (Sterne 1815). Similarly, 

there are no French or Latin passages in the letters written to most other women of his 

acquaintance. There is even no French in letters to Elizabeth Montagu, leader of the 

Bluestocking circle, although she certainly would have understood it. In letters to many male 

friends, acquaintances and colleagues, e.g. Stephen Croft, there are also no foreign-language 

passages, when the tone of the letters is quite matter-of-fact, and the topics are more serious, 

such as politics or the reception of Tristram Shandy (Melville 1912). When writing of serious 

matters, in an increasingly angry and upset tone, to his uncle, Dr Sterne, there is no trace of 
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any language other than English. Similarly, professional letters to other clergy are in English, 

with only rare conventionalised phrases inserted (e.g. Lettre de Cachêt, Melville 1912: 166). 

There is also no evidence of other languages in Sterne’s sermons quoted in Melville (1912), or 

in the extracts Melville prints from “A Political Romance”, a pamphlet from 1759.  

Who then received letters where other languages appeared? The exception among women is 

Catherine de Fourmantelle, whom Sterne addressed as “Kitty”, and who clearly understood 

French (7). Sterne also quotes his French barber when writing to his wife (Melville 1912: 302), 

so we can assume that she understood French. Among Sterne’s close friends John Hall-

Stevenson received letters where there are French passages, accompanied with a frivolous 

tone of voice. Sterne also wrote a famous dog Latin letter to Hall-Stevenson (Melville 1912: 

265–266). This same pattern can be seen in his letters to other male acquaintances and 

correspondents. Only one French item is found in a letter to his publisher Robert Dodsley. 

Sterne used both Latin and French in his playful letters to actor and theatre manager David 

Garrick, and there are Latin phrases in the more professional letters to Bishop Warburton. 

(7) Whatever changes happen to you, believe me that I am unalterably yours, and according 

to yr motto, such a one, my dear Kitty, qui ne changera pas, que en Mourant, L.S. 

(Melville 1912: 195) 

Sterne’s letters seem to follow a pattern that resembles other letter writers of the day. When 

he is writing letters from Paris, he seems to use more French, perhaps because he is 

surrounded by the language all day and therefore this part of his linguistic repertoire is more 

activated. It is also possible that the use of French will convey the atmosphere better to 

recipients. This is similar to the pattern seen in his novel A Sentimental Journey, where the use 

of French also reflected events taking place in France. The choice of using French or Latin in 

letters to his correspondents seems to some extent to reflect his mood while writing: a jocular 
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tone results in more French while arguments are carried out in English only. Often Sterne 

avoids the French and Latin parts of his linguistic repertoire even when writing to people he 

could very well expect to know the languages. It seems therefore that code-switching may be a 

marker of intimacy in his linguistic practices (cf. Mäkilähde 2018). We could again perhaps 

describe the jocular and more intimate letters where French and Latin appear as a 

translanguaging space, but as is the case with Sterne’s novels, this does not necessarily offer 

anything new to say about his multilingual practices. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Just as present-day writers, writers of the past included passages in other languages in their 

English texts. This case study of the multilingual practices of Laurence Sterne, novelist and 

clergyman, shows that while Sterne included several languages in both his published and 

private writings, there is very little evidence to support the idea of translanguaging being 

present. In Sterne’s personal letters, multilingualism is very much a social accomplishment, as 

the choice of languages to use is tailored to the recipient. In both the correspondence data and 

in his novels, Sterne seems to associate multilingual practices and the concomitant mediation 

with playful language use. He is in the spirit of making fun of the world, the text and his 

readers, when he engages in code-switching, and only seems to offer intratextual translations 

when those, too, can be used for humour. 

This playful attitude identified by Böhm, Bunčić & Weth (this volume) as a characteristic of 

translanguaging, seems to be a constant companion to multilingualism in Sterne’s writing. It 

could also be linked to Li Wei’s idea of translanguaging space as creative space. In texts 

intended for a wider readership than his personal correspondence, Sterne seems to flout 
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communicational norms in his assumption that readers share his personal repertoires, but 

through the ludic approach, he may also have attempted to gain acceptability for his portrayal 

of multilingual individuals and multilingual situations. In Sterne’s letters playfulness and the 

use of French also seem to go hand in hand, perhaps reflecting a translanguaging space 

created in a specific cultural and discursive context, associated with building common ground 

between correspondents. As a polar opposite, the more serious business in Sterne’s letters is 

conducted purely through English. This choice could reveal Sterne’s ideas concerning domains, 

relegating multilingual practices to the more informal and spirited context while drawing on 

monolingual elements for the more formal and matter-of-fact communication. 
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